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Details the culture, weapons and places associated with King Arthur and
compares his true sixth century origins to the romances and chronicles of the
Middle Ages
The first part in an epic sequel to M.K. Hume's King Arthur trilogy The legend of
King Arthur lives on... King Artor lies slain and Ector, a mere boy, is
acknowledged as the legitimate heir to the kingdom. But the land of the Celts is
weakened and Ector grows up torn between a sense of doom and duty.
Meanwhile, in the Forest of Arden, it is revealed to young Arthur that he is the
Bastard Prince, son of King Artor and Lady Elayne. Trained in the skills of a
warrior, Arthur cannot challenge the position of his ruler and childhood friend, but
nor can he stand back and watch Briton crumble under the threat of invasion. As
the Last Dragon, he must ensure that his father's legacy lives on...
Examines the evidence concerning the actual life of King Arthur and traces the
development of the myth of King Arthur from the twelfth to the twen tieth century
Warrior of the West
Drawing on medieval texts and archaeological discoveries, studies the Arthurian
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legend and its impact, and traces the development of Arthurian legends in
medieval European myth.
This brilliant Arthurian epic cuts through the mists of pagan, early Christian, and
medieval splendors that have gathered about the subject and tells the authentic
story of the man who may well have been the real King Arthur—Artos the Bear,
the mighty warrior-king who saved the last lights of Western civilization when the
barbarian darkness descended in the fifth century. Presenting early Britain as it
was after the departure of the Romans—no Round Table, no many-towered
Camelot—the setting is a hard, savage land, half-civilized, half-pagan, where a
few men struggled to forge a nation and hold back the Saxon scourge. Richly
detailed, the story chronicles the formation of a great army, the hardships of
winter quarters, the primitive wedding feasts, the pagan fertility rites, the agonies
of surgery after battle, the thrilling stag hunts, and the glorious processions of the
era. Stripped of the chivalric embellishments that the French applied to British
history centuries ago, the Arthurian age here emerges as a time when men stood
at the precipice of history—a time of transition and changing values and imminent
national peril.
The bestselling author of the Valdemar novels pens a classic tale about King
Arthur's legendary queen. Gwenhwyfar moves in a world where gods walk
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among their pagan worshipers, where nebulous visions warn of future perils, and
where there are two paths for a woman: the path of the Blessing or the rarer path
of the Warrior. Gwenhwyfar chooses the latter, giving up the power that she is
born into. Yet the daughter of a King is never truly free to follow her own calling.
Acting as the "son" her father never had, when called upon to serve another
purpose by the Ladies of the Well, she bows to circumstances to become Arthur's
queen-only to find herself facing temptation and treachery, intrigue, love and
redemption.
A vastly outnumbered Arthur and his knights are sent by the Roman Empire to
defeat a bloodthirsty Saxon conqueror and his powerful army, a mission that
takes a romantic turn when Arthur, Lancelot, and the knights rescue the beautiful
Guinevere.
This volume boldly proposes that the core of the Arthurian and Holy Grail traditions derived not
from Celtic mythology, but rather from the folklore of the peoples of ancient Scythia (what are
now the South Russian and Ukrainian steppes). Also includes 19 maps.
With King Arthur weakening from age and Arthur's own kin willing to betray him, traitors are
planning to bring about his downfall and cleanse the land of Christian belief, sending Celtic
Britain to the brink of collapse.
Tracing the development of the King Arthur story in the late Middle Ages, this book explores
Arthur's depiction as a wilderness figure, the descendant of the northern Romano-British
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hunter/warrior god. The earliest Arthur was a warrior but in the 11th century Welsh tale
Culhwch and Olwen, he is less a warrior and more a leader of a band of rogue heroes. The
story of Arthur was popularized by Geoffrey of Monmouth, in his Latin History of the Kings of
Britain, and was translated into Middle English in Layamon's Brut and the later alliterative
Alliterative Morte Arthure. Both owed much to the epic poem "Beowulf," which draws on the
Anglo-Saxon fascination with the wilderness. The most famous Arthurian tale is Sir Gawain
and the Green Knight, in which the wilderness and themes from Beowulf play a leading role.
Three Arthurian tales set in Inglewood Forest place Arthur and Gawain in a wilderness setting,
and link Arthur to medieval Robin Hood tales.
The Roman legions have long deserted the Isles and the despotic Uther Pendragon, High King
of Celtic Britain, is nearing death, whilst his kingdom is torn apart by the jostling for his throne.
Artorex, growing up in the household of Lord Ector, is chosen to be taught the martial skills of a
warrior. He becomes a war chieftain and earns the trust to unite the tribes and become High
King.
The Legend of King Arthur There is a lot that has been said about King Arthur in the Arthurian
Legends. Many people have read or heard about him either as a real person or as a legendary
figure. King Arthur is still a great mythic figure of English literature. He was a great warrior,
ruler and military leader who united Britain in the medieval period. However, it is King Arthur as
a legendary figure that has mostly captured the imagination and attention of readers. What
cannot be denied is the influence the Legend of King Arthur has on literature, music, art and
society. The Legend has been portrayed in movies, novels and art, but the reader will get all
that in this book. This is a captivating story about King Arthur, the Sword in the Stone, the
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Knights of the Round Table, Merlin the wizard and the Quest for the Holy Grail. It is
entertaining as well as informational. Arthur wielded a magical sword known as Excalibur
which helped him win all the battles. He lived in a glorious kingdom called Camelot. He married
the beautiful Queen Guinevere who later fell in love with Sir Lancelot one of the King Arthur's
favorite Knights. This led to the King's pursuit of Sir Lancelot during which the his son Mordred
took over the throne and married his wife Queen Guinevere. Eventually, the King returned to
Camelot when he heard this, and a war broke out which ultimately resulted in his death.
Uther Pendragon, High King of Britain, is dying. As he weakens, Britain is being torn apart by
the squabbling of kings. Only one man can bring them together. This is the legend of Artorex,
the man destined to be King Arthur. Artorex, tall for his years, is growing up in the household of
Lord Ector. Artorex was sent here by the Bishop of Glastonbury when he was but a babe in
arms and, although his parentage is unknown, life has been unremarkable. That is, until the
arrival of three men who arrange for him to be trained in the skills of the warrior; blade and
shield, horse and fire; pain and bravery. By the time the men return, Artorex is both a father
and a warrior - and married to Lady Gallia. The country is in a desperate state - Londinium is
about to fall to the Saxons and Artorex is needed to help fight their advance. But to do so, he
must leave his wife and family in the care of others. In an act of appalling treachery, they are
slaughtered. But despite his terrible grief, Artorex's destiny is set. He launches into a campaign
of battle against the Saxon hordes, earning himself the trust of all men, and proving himself to
be the only worthy successor to Uther. But Uther cannot accept Artorex's role and hides his
sword and crown. If Artorex is to unite the kings and fulfil his destiny, he needs the weapon
destined to be worn by the High King of the Britons. Can he find the embittered Uther's hiding
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place? The future of Britain is at stake...
"Intelligent and imaginative...even the magic convinces." -Mary Renault, author of The King
Must Die On The Path Toward Greatness, Every Hero Makes a Choice Legends sing of Sir
Gawain, one of the most respected warriors of King Arthur's reign and one of the greatest
champions of all time. But this is not that story. This is the story of Gwalchmai, middle son of
the beautiful, infinitely evil sorceress Morgawse, and gifted student of her dark magical arts. A
story of an uncertain man, doubting his ability to follow his elder brother's warrior prowess and
seeking to find his own identity by bonding with his frightening and powerful mother.
Disappointed in himself and despised by his father, Gwalchmai sets out on a journey that will
lead him to the brink of darkness... A tale of loss, redemption, and adventure, Hawk of May
brings new depth and understanding to Sir Gawain, the legend of King Arthur, and the impact
of choices made-and the consequences that follow. "A welcome new light on the horizon of
popular Arthurian legend...delightful...a strong sense of love and mysticism...a ripping
adventure tale." -Booklist "Will appeal to those who have enjoyed Tolkien's works." -Library
Journal "Compelling...splendid...vibrant...exhilarating...a novel that seduces us into accepting
sorcery and sanctity in King Arthur's England." -New York Times Book Review
Shimmering with pageantry, emotion and the court's passionate intrigues, here is the epic story
of Arthur-the conqueror, the once and future king, who vanquished the Saxons and loved but
one woman, the beautiful Morgan of Avalon. She was the lover his country forbade him to wed
but could never keep him from desiring. Held captive by deep feelings, the two dream of one
future together...until fate sweeps them into a world where love is balanced on the knife's edge
of danger. Never before has the telling of the story of Arthur made the drama of this
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charismatic king more real or more moving. Here, a legend and a tale so vigorous with heroic
deed and conflict, so glowing with wondrous love, are brought close enough for us to
experience all the unforgettable emotions of Avalon...and all the magical moments of
Camelot...

An ancient evil rises. An ancient warrior awakens. In an age clouded by legend,
Gawain was one of King Arthur's greatest knights. When he awakens centuries
after the fall of Camelot, he faces his most daunting quest yet—the search for his
missing companions. His hope is that Tamsin Greene, the alluring historian at
Medievaland Theme Park, can help him. Then he senses the magic within her…
Gawain will now have to trust a witch—and his own heart—to rouse the knights of
the Round Table and save humanity from a faery onslaught.
From the No. 1 bestselling author of WAR LORD comes an epic retelling of the
Arthurian legend, from the bestselling Last Kingdom series Uniting the restive
British kingdoms behind him, Arthur believes he can now hold back the Saxons
threatening the country. Meanwhile, Merlin sets out on a quest to uncover the
sacred Treasures of Britain, hoping they will prove decisive in the coming battle.
But in a country where the cult of the Christians is spreading, Merlin's quest is
divisive. And the ambitions of the rival warlord Lancelot threaten the delicate
peace. Could even those closest to Arthur be moved to betray him? From the
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epic bestselling author, Enemy of God brilliantly retells the Arthurian legend,
combining myth, history and thrilling battlefield action. ______ 'Wonderful and
haunting' People Magazine 'Of all the books I have written these are my
favourites' Bernard Cornwell
The legend of King Arthur is told in ten tales.
Credible new research sheds new life on the real life and identity of King Arthur,
the legendary king of ancient Britain.
Attempts to distinguish between the legends and the historical leader
"The Once and Future King" by T. H. White. Published by Good Press. Good
Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From wellknown classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good
Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly
and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
From the No. 1 bestselling author of WAR LORD comes an epic retelling of the
Arthurian legend, from the bestselling Last Kingdom series In the Dark Ages, a
legendary warrior arises to unite a divided land . . . Uther, the High King of
Britain, is dead. His only heir is the infant Mordred. Yet each of the country's
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lesser kings seek to claim the crown for themselves. While they squabble and
spoil for war, a host of Saxon armies gather, preparing for invasion. But no one
has counted on the fearsome warlord Arthur. Handed power by Merlin and
pursuing a doomed romance with the beautiful Guinevere, Arthur knows he will
struggle to unite the country - let alone hold back the Saxon enemy at the gates.
Yet destiny awaits him . . . From the epic and bestselling author who has gripped
millions. ___________ 'Of all the books I have written these are my favourites'
Bernard Cornwell 'Spellbinding realism' The Times
In The Winter King and Enemy of God Bernard Cornwell demonstrated his
astonishing ability to make the oft-told legend of King Arthur fresh and new for
our time. Now, in this riveting final volume of The Warlord Chronicles, Cornwell
tells the unforgettable tale of Arthur's final struggles against the Saxons and his
last attempts to triumph over a ruined marriage and ravaged dreams. This is the
tale not only of a broken love remade, but also of forces both earthly and
unearthly that threaten everything Arthur stands for. Peopled by princesses and
bards, by warriors and magicians, Excalibur is the story of love, war, loyalty, and
betrayal-the work of a magnificent storyteller at the height of his powers.
The magical saga of the women behind King Arthur's throne. “A monumental reimagining of
the Arthurian legends . . . reading it is a deeply moving and at times uncanny experience. . . .
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An impressive achievement.”—The New York Times Book Review In Marion Zimmer Bradley's
masterpiece, we see the tumult and adventures of Camelot's court through the eyes of the
women who bolstered the king's rise and schemed for his fall. From their childhoods through
the ultimate fulfillment of their destinies, we follow these women and the diverse cast of
characters that surrounds them as the great Arthurian epic unfolds stunningly before us. As
Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar struggle for control over the fate of Arthur's kingdom, as the
Knights of the Round Table take on their infamous quest, as Merlin and Viviane wield their
magics for the future of Old Britain, the Isle of Avalon slips further into the impenetrable mists
of memory, until the fissure between old and new worlds' and old and new religions' claims its
most famous victim.
This classic fifteenth-century chronicle of King Arthur and his knights is the essential
interpretation of Arthurian legend in the English language. Full of adventure, magic, and
romance, these are the timeless tales of Arthur, the great warrior king of Britain; his loyal knight
Lancelot; the beautiful Queen Guinevere; and the mysterious Merlin. Based on French
Arthurian romances reaching back to the twelfth century, Sir James Knowles’s narrative tells
of the goings-on at Camelot, epic battles against invading Saxon enemies, and Arthur’s quest
for the Holy Grail, among many other exciting events. Sometimes published as Le Morte
d’Arthur, these accounts of chivalry and daring escapades have inspired generations of
storytellers, from the Romantic poet Alfred, Lord Tennyson to T. H. White, author of The Once
and Future King, from American satirist Mark Twain to British comedy troupe Monty Python.
Arthurian expert Sir James Knowles brings together fourteen tales of King Arthur and his
knights, inspired by Alfred, Lord Tennyson's first four 'Idylls of the King'. Here is a fascinating
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journey through the land of ancient England where magic, mystery and warring factions come
together in cataclysmic fashion. Beginning with the finding of the wizard Merlin, Sir James
recounts the discovery of the legendary sword Excalibur, King Arthur's victory over the Saxons
and his marriage to the beautiful Guinevere, as well as his battles against armies from Europe
and his evasion of Queen Morgan's attempts to kill him with a magic garment. Tales include: •
The Prophecies of Merlin and the Birth of Arthur • The Miracle of the Sword and Stone • The
Lady of the Lake • The Founding of the Round Table • The Adventures of Sir Gawain
Revealing the escapades of the Knights of the Round Table, such as Lancelot, Bedivere, Bors,
Modred, Tristram and Galahad, as they seek to protect Arthur's kingdom, we discover how
these fabled figures found their destiny. ABOUT THE SERIES: Arcturus Classic Myths and
Legends brings together beautiful retellings of mythologies from different traditions, from Celtic
to Native American.
The physical properties of ultrasound, particularly its highly directional beam behaviour, and its
complex interactions with human tissues, have led to its becoming a vitally important tool in
both investigative and interventional medicine, and one that still has much exciting potential.
This new edition of a well-received book treats the phenomenon of ultrasound in the context of
medical and biological applications, systematically discussing fundamental physical principles
and concepts. Rather than focusing on earlier treatments, based largely on the simplifications
of geometrical acoustics, this book examines concepts of wave acoustics, introducing them in
the very first chapter. Practical implications of these concepts are explored, first the generation
and nature of acoustic fields, and then their formal descriptions and measurement. Real
tissues attenuate and scatter ultrasound in ways that have interesting relationships to their
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physical chemistry, and the book includes coverage of these topics. Physical Principles of
Medical Ultrasonics also includes critical accounts and discussions of the wide variety of
diagnostic and investigative applications of ultrasound that are now becoming available in
medicine and biology. The book also encompasses the biophysics of ultrasound, its practical
applications to therapeutic and surgical objectives, and its implications in questions of hazards
to both patient and operator.
Here lies entombed the renowned King Arthur in the island of Avalon. – Inscription found at
Glastonbury in the late 12th century King Arthur most probably never existed and if he did we
know precious little about him, and yet he is one of the most famous Britons, while Excalibur
and Camelot are perhaps the world’s best known sword and castle, and Hollywood doesn’t
tire of returning to the world of Arthurian romance – another major movie is to be released in
2016. So, what’s the truth behind King Arthur? How did the legends take hold? And why have
they endured for so long? Long before the Marvel Universe there was the universe of Arthurian
romance and King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table examines the fact and the fiction
behind Arthur, Lancelot, Merlin, Guinevere, Galahad, among others, as well as the quest for
the Holy Grail. Beginning in the 12th century, the book explores what factual basis there is for
the tales and how the characters, stories and motifs developed through histories, epic poems
and prose tellings. The book also charts the revived interest in Arthurian romance in the 19th
century and considers how the tales still hold the popular imagination today. Illustrated with
more than 180 colour and black-and-white artworks and photographs and maps, King Arthur
and the Knights of the Round Table is an expertly written account of where literature,
mythology and history meet.
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This brisk retelling of Le Morte D'Arthur highlights the narrative drive, humor, and poignancy of
Sir Thomas Malory’s original while updating his fifteenth-century English and selectively
pruning over-elaborate passages that can try the patience of modern readers. The result is an
adaptation that readers can enjoy as a fresh approach to Malory's sprawling masterpiece. The
book's most famous episodes--the sword in the stone, the cataclysmic final battle--are all here,
while lesser-known key episodes stand forth with new brightness and clarity. The text is
accompanied by an up-to-date bibliography, including websites and video resources, and a
descriptive index keyed--like the retelling itself--to the book and chapter divisions of William
Caxton's first printed edition of 1485.
BOY, HEALER, PROPHET—THE EPIC TALE OF MERLIN BEGINS In the town of Segontium a
wild storm washes a fugitive ashore. He brutally rapes the granddaughter of the ruler of the
Deceangli tribe, leaving her to bear his son, Myrddion Merlinus (Merlin). Spurned as a demon
seed, the child is raised by his grandmother and, as soon as he turns nine, he is apprenticed to
a skilled alchemist who hones the boy’s remarkable gift of prophecy. Meanwhile, the High
King of the Britons, Vortigern, is rebuilding the ancient fortress at Dinas Emrys. According to a
prophecy, he must use the blood of a demon seed—a human sacrifice—to make his towers
stand firm. Myrddion’s life is now in jeopardy, but the gifted boy understands that he has a
richer destiny to fulfill. Soon Vortigern shall be known as the harbinger of chaos, and Myrddion
must use his gifts for good in a land besieged by evil. So begins the young healer’s journey to
greatness . . .
Finally banishing the Saxon scourge from his lands, King Arthur, uniting Celtic Britain at last,
finds his reign threatened from within by both his bitter queen and second wife, Wenhaver, and
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a traitor, and, with Merlin gone, must decide how best to proceed if he wishes to see Britain
stand strong. Original.

Blood. Peace. Betrayal. King Artor's kingdom is under threat. About to lose everything
he has fought for, he must make the ultimate sacrifice in the gloriously gripping King
Arthur: Warrior of the West. The King Arthur trilogy is sure to appeal to fans of Conn
Iggulden and Bernard Cornwell. 'Historical fiction of the most bloodthirsty and roistering
kind' - Australian Bookseller & Publishers Magazine Twelve long, blood-soaked years,
have passed since Artor fulfilled his destiny and was crowned the High King of the
Britons. Against all odds, Artor has united Celtic Britain and with a last great campaign,
has banished the Saxon scourge. The legend of Camlann has begun. But even as
Artor's kingdom is at its zenith, it is being undermined from within. The burden of
leadership, of power, now rests solely - and heavily - on Artor's shoulders for Myrddion
Merlinus, master tactician, guiding light for so many years, has left Artor to his fate.
Could all that Artor has fought for, the destiny of Britain, be lost? Will Britain be torn
apart? What readers are saying about King Arthur: Warrior of the West: 'This is a most
thrilling and compelling book and one I like to call a superb sequel!' 'A captivating and
epic story that keeps readers turning pages to find out what happens next' 'Absorbing,
thrilling, heart-wrenching and nail biting. A genuine page turner'
Details the mythic life of King Arthur, the history of Arthurian legend, and the popular
themes and characters associated with the legends.
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A prominent scholar explores King Arthur's historical development, proposing that he
began as a fictional character developed in the ninth century According to legend, King
Arthur saved Britain from the Saxons and reigned over it gloriously sometime around
A.D. 500. Whether or not there was a "real" King Arthur has all too often been
neglected by scholars; most period specialists today declare themselves agnostic on
this important matter. In this erudite volume, Nick Higham sets out to solve the puzzle,
drawing on his original research and expertise to determine precisely when, and why,
the legend began. Higham surveys all the major attempts to prove the origins of Arthur,
weighing up and debunking hitherto claimed connections with classical Greece, Roman
Dalmatia, Sarmatia, and the Caucasus. He then explores Arthur's emergence in
Wales--up to his rise to fame at the hands of Geoffrey of Monmouth. Certain to arouse
heated debate among those committed to defending any particular Arthur, Higham's
book is an essential study for anyone seeking to understand how Arthur's story began.
Twelve long blood-soaked years have passed since Artor fulfilled his destiny and was
crowned High King of the Britons but his kingdom is now being undermined from within.
As Artor faces betrayal, will Britain be torn apart?
Completed in 1136, The History of the Kings of Britain traces the story of the realm from
its supposed foundation by Brutus to the coming of the Saxons some two thousand
years later. Vividly portraying legendary and semi-legendary figures such as Lear,
Cymbeline, Merlin the magician and the most famous of all British heroes, King Arthur,
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it is as much myth as it is history and its veracity was questioned by other medieval
writers. But Geoffrey of Monmouth's powerful evocation of illustrious men and deeds
captured the imagination of subsequent generations, and his influence can be traced
through the works of Malory, Shakespeare, Dryden and Tennyson.
Welcome to the dark side of Camelot. Gwynna is just a girl who is forced to run when
her village is attacked and burns to the ground. To her horror, she is discovered in the
wood. But it is Myrddin the bard who has found her, a traveler and spinner of tales. He
agrees to protect Gwynna if she will agree to be bound in service to him. Gwynna is
frightened but intrigued-and says yes-for this Myrddin serves the young, rough, and
powerful Arthur. In the course of their travels, Myrddin transforms Gwynna into the
mysterious Lady of the Lake, a boy warrior, and a spy. It is part of a plot to transform
Arthur from the leader of (con't)
The legend of King Arthur lives on... It is several years now since Arthur, the Last
Dragon of Britain, has set foot on home soil. Roaming the Land of the Denes, he has
not only engaged in brutal and bloody conflict with the barbaric Geats but he has also
unearthed the most evil force within the royal court of Heorot. And, under the guidance
of Stormbringer, the mighty Sae Dene king, he has honed his skills as a commander.
Now the time has come for Arthur to brave the dangers of the frozen north as he and a
band of daring sea-faring warriors prepare to embark on his ultimate voyage - to return
to Britain and to create a kingdom of his own...
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"History of the Britons" by Nennius (translated by John Allen Giles). Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for
all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
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